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 4.	What state is useful in haying time?
 5.	"What state is very exclamatory?
 6.	What state is busy on Mondays?
 7.	What state has a shelter in time of rain?
 8.	What state is dear to the Mohammedans?
 9.	What state can never be you?

 10.	What state is very pious?
 11.	What state never says "can't"?
 12.	What state uses the decimal system?
 13.	What state sells gold bricks?
 14.	What state could go out rowing?
 15.	What state is daddy to them all?
key
1   Miss.	6. Wash.	11. Kan.
111.	7. Ark,	12. Tenn.
Md.	8. Ala.	13. Conn.
Mo.	9. Me.	14. Ore.
O.	10. Mass.	15. Pa.
-1 Catechism on Authors. In each case the
author's last name suggests the attribute ap-
plied to Mm:
 1.	What author is the most helpful?
 2.	What author is the best digger?
 3.	What author is the best shoe polisher?
 4.	What author hurts a man the most?
 5.	What author is the most aristocratic serv-
ant?
 6.	What author is the hottest?
 7.	What author is the best barrel maker?
 8.	What author is the sourest?
 9.	What author is the shrewdest?
10.	What   author  is   the most  like  our  first
ancestors?
 11.	What author is the healthiest?
 12.	What author is the most enduring:?
 13.	What author is the heartiest?
 14.	What author is the best fisherman?
 15.	What author cries the hardest?
 16.	What author is the meekest?
 17.	What author is the tallest?
 18.	What author is the most foppish?
 19.	What author is the fairest?
 20.	What author is the most uncertain?
 21.	What author is the loudest? *
 22.	"What author suffers the most?
 23.	What author is the saintliest?
 24.	What author is the most bookish?
 25.	What two authors are farthest apart?
 26.	What author is the most scornful?
 27.	What author is the hardest?
 28.	What author is the strictest?
 29.	What author is most likely to win a race?
 30.	What author sews the best?
 31.	What author has the least repose?

 1.	George Ade
 2.	John Burroughs
 3.	Richard Black-
more
 4.	John Bunyan
 5.	Samuel Butler
 6.	Robert Burns
 7.	James Fenimore
Cooper
 8.	G-eorge Crabbe
 9.	John Fox
10* Edward Gibbon
 11.	Edward E. Hale
 12.	Thomas   Hardy
 13.	Bret Harte
 14.	Thomas HooKer
 15.	William Dean
Howells
16* Charles L»axnb
17.	Henry W. Long--
fellow
 18.	Richard Lovelace
 19.	John £<yly
 20.	Hamilton Wright
Mabie
21- Alfred No yes
 22.	Thomas Paine
 23.	Alexander Pope
 24.	Charles  Reade
 25.	Christopher North
and Robert
Southey
 26.	Bernard Shaw
 27.	Richard Steele
 28.	Lawrence Sterne
 29.	Jonathan Swift
 30.	Bayard Taylor
 31.	Oscar Wilde
 Hidden Names of Authors. In each in-
stance the name of the author is suggested in
the text.
 1.	The places we should like best of all to he
 2.	A precious metal and a -worker in metal.
 3.	The seat of our affections,
 4.	The penalty for wearing1 shoes that pinch.
 5.	To agitate a weapon.
 6.	To injure and the opposite of high.
 7.	The man who takes your measure.
 8.	The things  that languages  are  made  of,
and a man's character.
9.	A name applied to prohibition advocates,
and a refuge for wild beasts.
 10.	A lizardlike animal and a preposition.
 11.	A domestic animal and what it cannot do
 12.	What the bread is doing in the oven.
 13.	A fuel and something under which it  is
often found.
 14.	A vehicle and a popular kind of hosiery
 15.	The opposite of an old fellow.
 16.	What a boy asks for when he  gets  one
piece of candy.
KEY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Holmes
Goldsmith
Harte
Bunyan
Shakes-
peare
Marlowe
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
Taylor
Words-
worth
Dryden
Newton
Cowper
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Browning
or Bacon
Coleridge
Carlyle
Newman
More
See What You Can Do With " X ". In the
following exercise, add a word in each case
to the prefix "ex," and get a new word (partly
phonetic) :
1.	Add   a   division   of   a   play   and   get   a
synonym for "precise."
 2.	Add loose coins and get a form of barter.
 3.	Add an employe in a restaurant and get
the treasury of a state.
4.	Add a homesteader's land and get what lie
does when he sees it.
5.	Add a telegram and get an edict of puniHh-
ment from the Pope.
 6.	Add a small island and get a wanderer.
 7.	Add a pronoun and get a way out.
 8.	Add a few cents and get something that.
demands more cents.
9.	Add a word meaning impudent and get a
person of skill.
10.	Add a coast city and get what is sent out
of it.
11.	Add a printing machine and get a swift
train.
12.	Add a camper's shelter and get the limit
of that shelter.
 13.	Add nervous strain and get an addition.
 14.	Add the end of anything and get its de-
struction.
15.	Add a self-propelled farm implement and
get a man that pulls teeth.
16.	Add a story of legendary fame and get the
fate of many criminals.

1. Exact             6* Exile
2. Exchange      7. Exit
3. Exchequer    8. Expense
4. Exclaim        9. Expert
5. Excom-       10. Export
rnunica-    11. Express
tion           12, Extent
13, Extension
14. Extermi-
nation
15. Extractor
16. Bxtradi*
tion

